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1) 120 2) 123 3) 126 4) 130

2. Ram walks 40 km at 5 km/hr; he will be late by 1 hour and

20 minutes. If he walks at 8 km per hr, how early from the

fixed time will he reach?

1) 1 hour and 15 minutes 2)  1 hour and 25 minutes

3)  1 hour and 40minutes 4) 1.5 hours

3. A Superfast train starts from Delhi station and reaches Agra

30 minutes late when it moves with 80 km hr and 48 minutes

late when it goes 60 km hr. The distance between the two

stations is:

1)  72 km 2) 38 km 3)  36 km 4) 42 km

4. 18 women work 9 hour per day to complete 30% of the work

in 30 day. The rest work is done by 9 women, working 9 hour

per day. Then work did in how many days.

1) 145 2) 154 3) 147 4) 140

5. Out of 11 persons, 10 persons spent Rs. 35 each for their

meals. The 11th one spent Rs. 40 more than the average

expenditure of all the eleven. The total money spent by all

of them was:

1) Rs. 492.50 2) Rs. 497.50 3) Rs. 429 4) Rs. 498.50

6. Two friends work in same company and ratio of their salaries

is 3 : 5. First friend gets promoted after a year and his salary

is increased by one third of the salary of his friend. Find the

ratio of their current salaries.



1) 11 : 15 2) 2 : 3 3) 14 : 15 4) None of

these

7.  Amit got thrice as many marks in Maths as in English. The

proportion of his marks in Maths and History is 4:3. If his

total marks in Maths, English and History are 250, what are

his marks in English?

1) 120 2) 90 3) 40 4) 80
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1) -1 2) 0 3) 1 4) 3

9. A and B are the centers of two circles with radius 9 cm and

14 cm respectively, whereas AB = 25 cm. C is the center of

another circle with radius ‘X’ cm, which touches each of above

circle externally. If Ð ACB=900 then find the value of X.

1) 8 2) 7 3) 6 4) 10

10. Ratio of number of sides of two regular polygons is 5: 6 and

ratio of their each interior angle is in the ratio 24: 25. Then

the no. of sides of these two polygon are

1) 13, 15 2) 10, 12 3) 14, 16 4) 8, 6
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